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ABSTRACT
With the rise of deep learning (DL), machine learning (ML) has
become compute and data intensive, typically requiring multi-node
multi-GPU clusters. As state-of-the-art models grow in size in the
order of trillions of parameters, their computational complexity
and cost also increase rapidly. Since 2012, the cost of deep learning
doubled roughly every quarter, and this trend is likely to continue
[3]. ML practitioners have to cope with common challenges of effi-
cient resource utilization when training such large models. In this
paper, we propose a new profiling tool that cross-correlates rele-
vant system utilization metrics and framework operations. The tool
supports profiling DL models at scale, identifies performance bottle-
necks, and provides insights with recommendations. We deployed
the profiling functionality as an add-on to Amazon SageMaker
Debugger, a fully-managed service that leverages an on-the-fly
analysis system (called rules) to automatically identify complex
issues in DL training jobs. By presenting deployment results and
customer case studies, we show that it enables users to identify and
fix issues caused by inefficient hardware resource usage, thereby
reducing training time and cost.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Training state-of-the-art models requires substantial computational
resources [26] and can take hours to days or even months [34].
Training deep neural networks is complex and requires ML practi-
tioners to have expertise in multiple domains, such as large scale
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data-processing, data science, GPU programming, and distributed
computing. A large-scale empirical study to identify the common
challenges in developing DL applications shows that DL frame-
works provide only limited debugging and profiling support [33].
As new DL models start having trillions of parameters partitioned
to multiple hosts, the need to address the gap of profiling and
optimizing computational performance is increasing.

We present a profiling functionality specific to training of DL
models which we have deployed as an add-on to Amazon Sage-
Maker Debugger [23], a fully-managed service that automatically
captures data during model training and leverages a real-time anal-
ysis system (called rules) to identify issues. ML practitioners can
reduce the amount of effort to set up profiling, get insights pro-
vided by the rules to resolve performance issues, and reduce training
time and cost. The tool takes advantage of the specific resource
utilization patterns of DL workloads. Our goal is not to propose
a general-purpose profiling tool; instead, we focus on capturing
only metrics relevant for detecting the most common performance
problems in DL training. By cross-correlating these metrics, our
profiling tool can provide actionable insights to users ranging from
beginner ML practitioners to expert data scientists.

While many sophisticated profiling and monitoring tools are
commonly used in high performance computing (e.g., [6, 9, 24, 25,
27]), these tools often require users to be proficient with perfor-
mance engineering and do not leverage the utilization patterns
specific to DL workloads. In contrast to general-purpose profil-
ers, our profiler abstracts lower level details and looks instead at
the model and the framework frontend to make insights more un-
derstandable. For example, time spent in a convolutional layer is
more insightful for a data scientist than the time spent in every
device-side activity that is associated with the convolutional layer
and generated in the framework backend. Due to the data- and
compute-intensive characteristics of DL workloads, they exhibit
specific performance patterns that distinguish them from other
types of workloads. Such key characteristics include large amounts
of data (in the order of terabytes) that often needs pre-processing
on the fly, the use of accelerators to speed up tensor calculations,
and the need for distributed training setups. We discuss common
performance bottlenecks arising from these characteristics in detail
in Section 2.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: in Sections
2 and 3, we show the common DL workflow and present the de-
sign and implementation of a lightweight profiling capability of
Amazon SageMaker Debugger (hereafter referred to as Debugger),
including (1) Capturing high-level and low-level performance data;
(2) Support for profiling large scale training jobs; (3) Integration
with Amazon SageMaker as a scalable, secure, and fully managed
service. In Section 4, we introduce new profiler built-in rules to
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identify most common performance problems. In Sections 5 and 6,
we present the deployment results and case studies.

We note that deploying the profiling functionality as an add-on
to Debugger has enabled users to automatically identify a wide
range of training issues and to reduce costs by improving resource
utilization and choosing an optimal scale of GPU clusters.

2 THE DL TRAININGWORKFLOW
In this section, we discuss the most common performance problems
in the DL training workflow, which motivate implementation of
built-in rules that will be presented in §4.1 and the list of profiling
metrics discussed in §3.2.

Data loading: DL models are usually trained on large datasets
that are read from a local or a remote storage component. The file
format is crucial for the I/O throughput. For instance, computer
vision models are commonly trained on the ImageNet dataset which
consists of more than 14 million images [7]. If those were stored
as JPEG- or PNG-files, then this would significantly increase I/O
latencies. The “small file problem” can be mitigated by transforming
the dataset into larger shards [2]. All major DL frameworks support
compressed binary formats (e.g. MXNet’s RecordIO, TensorFlow’s
TFRecord). Such file formats improve I/O throughput by reading
data continuously from storage and reducing the bytes to load
through compression. To avoid further I/O bottlenecks, data should
be pre-fetched and loaded asynchronously.

Data Preprocessing: DL model training usually includes a com-
plex multi-stage processing pipeline [13]. Transformations such as
data augmentation are applied to avoid overfitting and improve gen-
eralization. For instance, in case of computer vision models, images
are randomly rotated, cropped, and flipped so that the model re-
ceives different input data in each epoch. These operations are com-
monly performed on the CPU as the model training is in progress.
Certain operations can be compute intensive and can lead to a CPU
bottleneck wherein the GPU is waiting for the next data batch that
is still being processed on the CPU. As this can limit performance
and scalability, it is desirable to execute preprocessing operations
asynchronously within multiple worker processes [30] or on GPU
(e.g., NVIDIA’s Dataloading Library, DALI [13]).

Training: A DL model defines a computational graph whose
nodes are operators. Those operators usually run asynchronously
on the GPUs for faster execution because they can utilize thousands
of processing units in parallel. During training, inter-GPU commu-
nications and synchronizations can impact overall performance.
Synchronizations are often triggered by host-device transfers such
as saving model checkpoint files, computing and saving metrics,
and copying new data batches. Synchronization also happens when
an operator is executed on a CPU and its output is needed as an
input for a GPU operator. When running jobs with distributed train-
ing, gradient accumulation and parameter updates may require a
synchronization across all GPUs. If these happen too frequently, it
may lead to GPU under-utilization as synchronization blocks the
execution of other kernels.

GPUs run single instructions on multiple threads and data, so
their utilization is directly related to the amount of data they process
in parallel. Consequently, the size of the model and data batches
directly impacts the GPU usage [34]. If the batch size is too small, it

leads to GPU under-utilization. If the batch size too large, it might
result in GPU running out of memory.

Assuming the model training is GPU-bound, inspecting the time
spent on executing each kernel might help speed up training. For
instance, changing data layout of tensors, operator fusion, reducing
memory transfers, and/or training with mixed precision can yield
further performance improvements.

3 PROFILER SYSTEM DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE

In this section, we provide an architectural overview of the profiling
functionality integrated to SageMaker Debugger.

3.1 Components Overview
SageMaker Debugger [23] is a fully-managed service and extended
to automatically capture performance metrics in addition to tensor
data during model training. The new Debugger profiling functional-
ity leverages rules to identify computational performance problems
and to automate training job termination by defining stopping con-
ditions. SageMaker Debugger consists of the following two key
components:
(1) smdebug: This is the core library that records and loads perfor-
mance metrics (§3.2). The profiling tool provides the basic function-
alities to read, query, and filter data by steps, time stamps, training
phases, and names of performance metrics. We also extended the
library to support new profiler rules (§4.1). This includes capturing
performance metrics and tools to monitor and visualize the profiler
data in real-time. We provide the library as an open-source library
on PyPI1 and GitHub2. Users can use the profiling capabilities in
addition to the debugging capabilities when they run training jobs
either within or outside Amazon SageMaker. Refer to [23] for an in
depth description of the smdebug API.
(2) Rules: As part of SageMaker, users can run a set of predefined
rules that run asynchronously to the training job and analyze the
collected data. Debugger uses the smdebug library to record perfor-
mance metrics from the training job and upload to Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3). Rules are executed in a dedicated Docker con-
tainer where they fetch the performance metrics data and check
for certain conditions.

3.2 Performance Metrics
Debugger’s profiling functionality collects performance metrics
that are gathered from different data sources. This allows users to
get a comprehensive global view of the application performance
without having to enable multiple generic profilers. Each metric is
associated with time stamps, host, and process IDs. The profiling
functionality also provides an abstraction layer that cross-correlates
metrics and connects low-level metrics with high-level recommen-
dations.

3.2.1 System metrics. Debugger’s profiling functionality runs a
profiler agent on every training instance, to provide a compre-
hensive view on the system’s overall performance. It collects the
utilization per CPU core to identify CPU bound processes that may

1https://pypi.org/project/smdebug
2 https://github.com/awslabs/sagemaker-debugger
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lead to GPU starvation. It also measures the utilization per GPU
and its memory usage. Several disk related metrics are captured
such as I/O operations per second that shows if the training job
is hitting the maximum speed of the attached elastic block store
volume (EBS3). The I/O wait time per core indicates the time a
process was waiting for I/O requests being resolved. This metric
can be used to identify I/O related bottlenecks that can lead to CPUs
and GPUs being idle. Read-/write-throughput indicates how many
bytes were read/written in a given time period. This can be used to
identify issues related to file formats. For instance reading millions
of small files would lead to a low read-throughput. The profiler
agent also captures network metrics such as received/sent bytes for
the training container, which can indicate if network bandwidth
is saturating in distributed training setups. Users can specify dif-
ferent sampling intervals ranging from 100ms to 60s. The profiler
agent provides a more granular view on the system than what is
provided by default through Amazon CloudWatch4, a monitoring
and observability service for AWS resources and applications.

3.2.2 Framework metrics. Further, training metrics are recorded
such as the start of dataloading, data preprocessing, synchroniza-
tions, forward and backward passes, and time spent in CPU- and
GPU-operators. We refer to these events as framework metrics. The
data is associated with meta-information such as start- and end-
timestamps, process ID, and GPU ID. Debugger’s profiling add-on
also supports python profiling of the training script which helps
users to track function calls and identify hotspots. These statistics
are collected per training step so that users can inspect function
calls before, during, and after each step.

3.2.3 Profiling overhead. The key technical challenge is to find a
trade-off between the amount of data collected and the profiling
overhead. A large profiling overhead implies that long-running
training jobs incur non-negligible additional cost. Furthermore,
performance profiling might impact in a way that existing bot-
tlenecks might disappear or new bottlenecks might appear; this
consequently hides the actual root causes. To address this challenge,
we provide different levels of profiling which can be updated any
time while training is in progress:

(1) By default, the systemmetrics are collected at 500ms interval.
This causes a negligible overhead of less than 2%.

(2) Detailed profiling includes GPU-kernel information. This
data is collected through NVIDIA CUPTI and is usually only
collected for a few steps (§6.3).

(3) Users can enable higher-level framework metrics such as
time spent on data loading, preprocessing, and GPU syn-
chronizations. These metrics are directly captured in the
framework backend.

A user can enable or disable profiling at any point in the train-
ing and update its configuration accordingly. Data is collected for
every training instance, so it supports distributed training setups.
Debugger provides specific rules that correlate those metrics to
identify root causes of performance issues. A profiling report is
auto-generated, which summarizes the key findings, and provides
recommendations of next steps for mitigating the performance

3 https://aws.amazon.com/ebs/
4 https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch/
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Figure 1: An architecture diagram of SageMaker Debugger
workflow [23]

issues (§4.1). Users can use the smdebug library and SageMaker Stu-
dio5 to visualize and analyze the performance metrics in real-time
(§4.2).

3.3 Integration with Amazon SageMaker
As shown in Fig. 1, a SageMaker training job runs in a training
container and Debugger emits tensors and profiler data. SageMaker
asynchronously uploads these data to an Amazon S3 bucket spec-
ified by the customer. Built-in rules run on separate compute in-
stances in a rule container and do not interfere with the training it-
self. Rules emit metrics to Amazon CloudWatch to indicate whether
an issue was found or not. Users can then set up a CloudWatch
alarm and Lambda6 function to auto-terminate training jobs after
a rule has triggered. Rules also support actions such as Email or
SMS notification, that is provided via Amazon Simple Notification
Service (SNS)7. Users can also provide their own custom rules. De-
coupling training and rule analysis enables the execution of an
arbitrary number of rules and compute-intensive analysis at scale.

4 PROFILER DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Built-in Rules
We introduced a new set of built-in rules for Debugger that auto-
matically identifies performance related issues. The profiler rules
have been derived from a variety of use-cases and a few of them
will be discussed in §5. Next we provide an overview of these rules.

Low GPU usage: Deep neural networks are usually trained on
GPUs since they offer a higher computational throughput compared
to CPUs. GPUs contribute the most to the overall cloud usage bill
of DL workloads and a higher GPU utilization translates into better
cost efficiency. We have implemented built-in rules that monitor the
usage per GPU across time and compute relevant statistics per time
window. The rules trigger if there is significant under-utilization or
high fluctuations. One of the most common factors leading to GPU
under-utilization is too small a batch size as reported in [34]. If the
batch size is too large, the GPU will run out of memory or existing
CPU bottlenecks can become worse. We implemented rules that
measure the 95th percentile of overall CPU-, GPU-utilization, and
5 https://aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/studio/
6 https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
7 https://aws.amazon.com/sns/
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the GPU memory footprint to evaluate if batch size can be further
increased.

Workload imbalance: For distributed training, the application
or the system itself can cause a workload imbalance which may
lead to under-utilization [17]. Techniques such as synchronous
stochastic gradient descent require synchronizations in order to
gather gradients from all GPUs at each training step. For example,
depending on the content of a data batch, step time can be different,
so this may lead to workers finishing a training step faster and
then being blocked by synchronization. As described in [22] poor
coordination between the data-processing components of the DL
training workflow can lead to resource contention, which may lead
to a GPU waiting longer therefore resulting in poor utilization.

We introduced a rule to compute a workload histogram per
GPU that measures how often the GPU has been utilized at 0%,
5%, . . ., 100%. The histogram is updated every minute and the rule
then measures the distance between them to identify imbalanced
workloads.

CPU Bottlenecks: As discussed in §2, the data augmentation
can lead to CPU bottleneck problems. A CPU bottleneck refers
to the situation where a GPU waits for the next batch, while the
CPU is busy processing the data. To identify this issue, Debugger
measures the utilization per CPU core and per GPU. If utilization
on one or multiple CPU cores is above a pre-defined threshold and
at the same time GPU-utilization is low, then it is recorded as a
CPU bottleneck.

I/O Bottlenecks: Similar to CPU bottlenecks, I/O can become
a limiting factor when now both GPU and CPU wait for data to
arrive from disk. As described in §2, this can happen if the data
loading process is not optimized or uses an inefficient file format. I/O
bottlenecks can also be caused by too frequent model checkpointing,
which impacts GPU utilization as data needs to be transferred to
CPU from where it is written to disk. Debugger measures the I/O
wait time per CPU core to identify I/O bound processes. If GPU
utilization is also low, it is considered as an I/O bottleneck.

Data loading: DL models are usually trained on large datasets,
and efficient data loading is essential for optimal resource utilization
[30]. Debugger collects key metrics such as the start time and the
end time of each data loading event, corresponding thread and pro-
cess IDs, and determines whether data was loaded into page-locked
memory which speeds up the host to device transfer. Creating mul-
tiple background worker processes to prefetch batches has been
shown to increase performance [30]. We integrated a built-in rule
that measures how many dataloader threads (processes) are active
per time unit and compares them with the number of available
CPU cores. Too many threads could cause a lot of context switches
and hurt the overall performance. Too few threads may lead to
GPU under-utilization, since data is not loaded and processed fast
enough.

Step Duration: Debugger records the step duration which is
the combined time required for a forward pass and a backward
pass. Ideally, we expect the step durations to not vary too much and
follow a normal distribution. Significant outliers may indicate an
underlying performance issue: for instance in the case of Keras, a
user may have configured a custom callback that periodically saves
model checkpoints, which could increase the step time. A built-in
rule records the step durations as training is in progress and if at any

given point in time a step exceeds five times the standard deviation,
a violation is recorded. The rule then correlates this timestamp
with events recorded in the framework and system to identify the
possible root cause. For example, in the case of model checkpoints,
outliers would correlate with a higher I/O usage.

Training Initialization Time:We define initialization as the
time from job start to the beginning of the training loop and we
capture the time spent in initialization, training loop, and finaliza-
tion. In most cases, GPUs are only used during the training loop.
Long initialization time can have different root-causes and with the
data obtained from Python profiling, users can identify the most
expensive function calls. A common issue is the pre-processing
of large datasets as part of the training job. Users can avoid this
problem by decoupling data-processing from training, say, using
Spark clusters.

Profiler report:We added a rule to Debugger - profiler report
rule - that runs all aforementioned rules and generates an output
report with further insights, visualizations, and recommendations
of next steps.

4.2 Interactive Visualizations and Analysis
An interactive analysis of the profiler data helps discover more com-
plex patterns. The open-source smdebug library and SageMaker
Studio are extended with new real-time visualization tools that
allow users to navigate between inter-correlated performance met-
rics. Different types of visualizations are provided to address the
needs of different users. For instance, less experienced users may
find the profiling report to be most useful, as it provides a high
level summary of detected performance bugs as well as recom-
mendations. More advanced users may prefer to dive deep in the
performance data by inspecting timeline-charts. As long-running
and large scale training jobs can easily generate millions of data-
points, a key challenge is how to efficiently handle the massive data
while keeping visualizations interactive and responsive. To address
this, data is down-sampled by default and fine-grained metrics are
displayed only when users zoom in. Debugger’s profiling feature
provides the following types of visualizations:

(1) It provides system utilization statistics aggregated perworker
node and indicates whether resources are optimally utilized,
under-utilized, or over-utilized.

(2) Users can obtain a granular view by inspecting utilization per
CPU core and GPU. It provides time series charts (Fig. 3), step
timeline charts (Fig. 4) and heatmap visualizations (Fig. 7).
Users can select a target range of system metrics and corre-
late these with framework metrics.

(3) The merged timeline view provides the most comprehensive
view as it displays all collected metrics in a single timeline.
Users can inspect single events in a thread or GPU stream
and inspect system metrics in the same plot (Fig. 2).

5 DEPLOYMENT RESULTS
The profiling capabilities of SageMaker Debugger have helped in
several use-cases to improve resource utilization.

Multi-GPU BERT model training. A user attempted to train
a PyTorch BERT model [8] on multiple GPUs and reported slow
training. By enabling the profiling capabilities of Debugger, the
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Figure 2: The merged timeline provides an in-depth view of
system and framework metrics.

user was able to detect two major performance issues. First, the
training job suffered from a workload imbalance where the primary
GPU was consistently utilized at about 80% while all others (worker
GPUs) only reached a peak utilization of 60%. The root causewas the
distributed training strategy. The user had initially used PyTorch’s
DataParallel strategy instead of DistributedDataParallel [18]. The
key difference is that PyTorch’s DataParallel strategy collects the
outputs to one GPU to calculate the loss instead of computing
loss independently in each GPU. This led to an imbalance causing
a higher usage and memory utilization on the primary GPU. The
second issue was that GPU utilization frequently suffered from CPU
bottlenecks. Overlaying system metrics with framework metrics
uncovered a data pipeline issue; the CPU bottlenecks are correlated
with data pre-processing phases. Fig. 3 shows the timeseries charts
for the profiled training job. For simplicity, it only shows utilization
for CPU cores 6-7 and GPU 1-2 (blue lines). GPU 2 has, on average, a
lower utilization than GPU 1 and both suffer from CPU bottlenecks
caused by data preprocessing issues on CPU side.

Increasing the number of dataloaders and switching from Data-
Parallel to DistributedDataParallel improved the overall utilization
rate by 30%, approximately.

Stalled training. In another use-case, a DL model was trained
on multiple nodes. One of the dataloaders crashed when reading a
corrupted file. The training still continued, but would fail during fi-
nalization as the main process was not able to join the sub-processes
which resulted in a deadlock: the instance went idle and could not
be shutdown. In this scenario, multiple profiler rules helped spot
this issue. After the dataloader crashed, the average step time is
increased and triggered the step outlier rule. The GPU utilization
rule triggered once the utilization dropped to 0% causing both 5th
and 95th percentiles to fall below the predefined thresholds.

Operator on CPU instead of GPU. Inspite of an optimized data
pipeline and increased batch size, a user’s training job suffered from
high fluctuations in GPU usage. The detailed framework metrics
and merged timeline view revealed that the issue was caused by the
loss calculation running on the CPU instead of the GPU. This meant
that frequent synchronizations and host-device transfers prevented
the GPU from achieving an optimal utilization rate. The user was
able to improve the GPU utilization by nearly 15% by replacing the
operator.

Figure 3: Correlation of CPU and GPU utilization rates (blue
lines) and framework metrics (vertical bars) indicate CPU-
bottlenecks caused by a data pipeline issue.

Large scale distributed training. In another use-case, DL mod-
els were trained at large scale on a cluster of 128 or more GPUs.
The user occasionally observed that a GPU would run significantly
slower than others due to a hardware problem or slow communica-
tion links. The straggler GPU [31] slows down the entire training
and the user would need to manually initiate a restart. With De-
bugger the user could easily automate this action; the step outlier
and workload imbalance rules could detect this problem and trigger
an alarm.

Overall system overhead. Image augmentation is a commonly
applied technique for training deep neural networks for vision. Dif-
ferent APIs can be used to perform the augmentation, for instance,
the deep learning framework, NumPy API, or image libraries such
as OpenCV [5]. OpenCV creates multiple internal threads for fast
image processing. This might cause problems in multi-GPU train-
ing jobs where separate processes are launched per GPU and each
training process creates multiple dataloaders. This misconfigura-
tion can overload the whole system because the number of threads
exceeds the total number of CPU cores by several multiples. This
causes frequent context switches and adds system overhead. It was
apparent in Debugger’s heatmap visualization showing all CPUs
were 100% utilized during the entire training time, while this symp-
tom was not identified with other framework profilers as they do
not measure system metrics. By turning off multi-threaded feature
of OpenCV, the system overhead is lifted and the CPU utilization
dropped below 50% and improved processing and training speed.

6 CASE STUDY
The previous section showed howDebugger’s new profiling capabil-
ities helped improve computational performance through different
use-cases. However, disclosing the profiler reports and detailed
results from the use-cases is limited due to restrictions around
privacy-sensitive datasets. In this section, we showcase an end-
to-end profiling example using publicly available datasets. More
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specifically, we use a training script based on a tutorial from the Py-
Torch website which fine-tunes a pre-trained Mask R-CNN model
for instance segmentation on the Penn-Fudan dataset [1]. The goal
is to show-case how different metrics, visualizations, and high level
abstractions help to identify performance bugs.

6.1 Debugger Profiling Report
In the initial setup, we train themodel on a single GPUml.p3.2xlarge
instance that provides one NVIDIA V100 Tensor Core GPU and 8
CPU cores. Tab. 1 shows some of the statistics provided by Debug-
ger’s profiling report. The training ran for 2478 seconds and the
median GPU utilization was only 4% and 95th percentile was 100%,
indicating GPU under-utilization.

Debugger also detected that the training job suffered from CPU
bottlenecks 45% of the time and I/O bottlenecks 9% of the time.
We ran the same training job on a ml.p3.8xlarge instance with 4
GPUs using PyTorch DistributedDataParallel. Debugger revealed
that these bottlenecks are increased to 65% and 12% respectively.
These bottlenecks could not be identified with other framework
specific profilers as they do not measure the system level metrics.

The training time decreased from 2478 to 1396 seconds. However,
using the 4-GPU instance, the training speed is only improved by
less than 50%. This is due to performance bottlenecks that often
limit the scaling to multiple GPUs, so before considering multi-GPU
training we need to optimize the single GPU training first.

The profiling report (Tab. 1) also reveals a problem with the
training loop; roughly 25% of the time is spent on running validation
steps and 27% on training steps. This means that nearly 48% of the
training loop is spent on the preprocessing or postprocessing of
the model’s forward pass or backward pass, respectively. We can
use Debugger’s interactive analysis tools to dive deeper into this
problem (see §6.2). The framework metrics collected by Debugger

p3.2xlarge p3.8xlarge
Training time 2478s 1396s

GPU utilization p50 (median) 4% 0%
GPU utilization p95 100% 82%
CPU Bottlenecks 45% 65%
I/O Bottlenecks 9% 12%
EVAL Steps 25% 39%
TRAIN Steps 27% 42%

Table 1: Summary of statistics from the profiling report.

reveal that one of most expensive GPU kernel is the NMS operator.
Non-maximum-suppression (NMS) is a post-processing step in
object detection models to select the most appropriate bounding
box for a given object. The Mask R-CNN model [14] consists of
a region proposal network which creates proposals to be fed into
the object detection model. Users can specify pre- and post-NMS
thresholds that specify the number of proposals to keep. This can
increase accuracy but also computational cost.

6.2 Interactive Analysis
6.2.1 Analyzing step durations. As described in §4.2 Debugger pro-
vides tools to analyze and visualize the profiler data. The step dura-
tion timeline chart (Fig. 4) shows the step duration on the y-axis
and the steps that have been measured throughout the training

on the x-axis. In this training job, the chart reveals patterns where
each of them represents one training epoch. Further analysis shows
that validation steps (EVAL) take twice longer than training steps
(1.2 seconds versus 0.6 seconds). Fig. 4 indicates that the valida-
tion phase accounts for nearly half the time in an epoch which is
undesirable, because the training loop spends as much time in eval-
uating the model than actually training it. Fig. 5 indicates that GPU

Figure 4: Step timeline chart reveals that validation phase is
taking as much time as training phase.

utilization is relatively high during training steps, but consistently
low during the validation phase and after the training phase ended.
We use Debugger to get more detailed metrics for the validation
phase and the time after training phase to better understand the
GPU under-utilization. Large gaps between validation steps (see
Fig. 5) indicate that a significant amount of time is spent in either
the pre- or postprocessing of the model forward pass. The merged
timeline reveals that CPU utilization on one of the cores is high
during the validation phase. Neither framework specific profilers
nor general-purpose profiling tools could easily spot this problem.
The latter would only notice systemmetrics such as GPU utilization,
but could not associate it with the step metric. On the other hand,
framework profilers do not measure system specific metrics.

Figure 5: Merged timeline indicates CPU bottlenecks.

6.2.2 Analyzing function hotspots. To identify the root cause, we
leverage Debugger’s Python profiling capabilities to investigate the
time spent per function call during the validation phase. Debugger
records stack-traces per step and before/after each step. Fig. 6 shows
that the function evaluate takes roughly 1.2 seconds out of which
most time is spent in the function encode and Tensor.to. The func-
tion encode takes as input the predicted image segmentation mask
and computes its run-length encoding. Those encoded masks are
then compared with the target segmentation masks. The function
Tensor.to is called when the predicted image masks are copied from
GPU to CPU, where they are passed into the evaluation function.
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This host-to-device transfer triggers synchronization causing GPU
utilization to drop. Both functions present a performance bottle-
neck which is causing high CPU usage and delaying the execution
of the next validation step, which explains the large gaps between
validation steps seen in Fig. 5.

Figure 6: Time-consuming functions during validation phase.

We perform the same analysis for the training phase to identify
potential bottlenecks. The stack-traces indicate that certain steps
spent a large amount of time in the function FloatStorage.write_file
which is called whenever tensors are saved to disk. It turns out
that the user had misconfigured the interval at which model check-
points were saved which resulted in a performance issue. These
performance bottlenecks are also apparent in the heatmap represen-
tation (Fig. 7): the y-axis of the heatmap shows the different system
metrics and the x-axis the utilization across time, where yellow
indicates 100% utilization and purple 0%. We can see in Fig. 7 that
I/O wait time is frequently reaching 100% during initialization: this
is expected as the entire training dataset is first downloaded from
Amazon S3 and then read into CPU RAM. The heatmap reveals that
I/O wait time often reaches 100% during the training loop which is
caused by frequent model checkpointing.

Figure 7: Heatmap reveals I/O- and CPU-bottlenecks (yellow
indicates 100% utilization and purple 0% utilization).

6.2.3 Analyzing GPU kernels. To understand why validation steps
take twice longer, we look more closely at the merged timeline
(Fig. 8) which shows the detailed profiling metrics specifically for
train and validation steps. The green horizontal bars in Fig. 8 indi-
cate the time spent in data transformation operations: it appears
to take significantly more time for validation steps compared to

training steps. Further during validation phase, the model forward
pass is followed by a post-transform function and data copy. The
post-transform resizes the predicted image segmentation masks
to the size of the original input image. This is done to compute
the evaluation metrics. Since each image can have a different size,
it is difficult to process them in a batch. As a result, batches are
unstacked and each image is processed independently on the GPU.
This explains the lower GPU utilization during validation steps. At
the end of the step, data is copied from GPU to CPU, where the
data is passed into the evaluate function.

Figure 8: Merged timeline of train steps (left) and eval steps
(right).

With the profiling insights obtained from Debugger, we now
optimize the training script: we reduce the frequency of model
checkpoints. Further we execute the run-length encoding of vali-
dation images in parallel on the CPU. These are just a few minor
modifications, but they decrease the training time by 20% for the
single GPU training job.

6.3 Profiling at Scale
We demonstrated the value of Debugger’s profiling capabilities with
the example of a single-GPU training job in §6.2. As highlighted
in the introduction, these profiling capabilities are intended for DL
workloads that run at large scale in the cloud where performance is
critical for cost reduction. To evaluate the performance impact, we
run the Mask R-CNN model training with SageMaker’s Distributed
Data Parallel Library, which is a distributed data parallel training
framework for PyTorch and TensorFlow [28]. The training runs for
3000 steps and with the following two configurations: (1) system
metrics sampled at 500ms; and (2) system metrics sampled at 500ms
and framework metrics captured for 2 training steps.

The model is trained on the COCO dataset [19], which is loaded
using Lustre [4], a high-performance file-system enabling fast data
access. Tab. 2 shows that the overhead introduced by collecting
system metrics is negligible compared to the baseline where no
metrics are collected. Detailed profiling for framework metrics
causes a slowdown between 2.4% and 7.4% in our benchmark.

Instances GPUs system metrics system + framework
metrics

1 8 0.4% 6.9%
2 16 0.3% 7.4%
4 32 0% 4.0%
8 64 0.1% 4.7%
16 128 1.9% 2.4%

Table 2: Performance impact of the profiling functionality.

We now use the data collected from a distributed training job that
ran on 8 nodes with 8 GPUs each. Metrics can be aggregated by their
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type and node ID which helps to find common problems in large
scale distributed training jobs. For instance, the straggler problem
occurs when one node slows down the entire training cluster [31].
With a heatmap visualization, users can then identify the specific
timestamps at which the overall utilization on the training cluster
changed. Fig. 9 shows the overall utilization per worker node, and
after half the training loop overall usage significantly changed for
a certain period of time.

Figure 9: Heatmap visualization of total GPU utilization per
worker node (yellow 100%, purple 0% utilization).

We now use a more detailed view to identify the utilization
per GPU during this time period. Fig. 10 reveals that some GPUs
suddenly run at 100% utilization while at the same time there is
at least one GPU per node whose utilization drops to 0. This may
indicate a data pipeline issue where fast events drain the pipeline
and slow events are staggering.

Figure 10: Heatmap visualization of utilization per GPU (yel-
low 100%, purple 0% utilization).

Thus, we further showed the value of Debugger’s profiling func-
tionality in the case of a single GPU as well as a large scale dis-
tributed training job. With the associated meta-data, users can
easily aggregate and slice the data or obtain a more granular view
on specific events and time ranges.

7 RELATEDWORK
Most DL frameworks provide a concise high-level API that allows
users to easily define model and training loop. This code is then
translated by the backend into optimized code that is executed
asynchronously by concurrent GPU operations. The gap between
frontend and underlying execution can lead to the problem that
performance issues may not always be obvious. To address this
problem, several tools have been proposed and implemented by
industrial leaders in the field as well as by researchers.

Authors of [32] showcase Skyline, an interactive tool for deep
neural network training that provides performance profiling, visu-
alization, and debugging. In particular, they show that the perfor-
mance of an iteration is predictable with respect to its batch size.

Skyline uses metrics such as training throughput, operation run
times, and memory allocated for the model, to predict an optimal
batch size. DeepProf [12] is a tool that summarizes GPU traces
from TensorFlow programs and creates a performance analysis
graph to pinpoint potential performance issues. While these tools
provide very valuable insights, they focus on only a few metrics
such as training throughput or GPU traces. In contrast, Debugger
captures substantially more system metrics which can provide a
more comprehensive view of the system.

TensorFlow profiler [11] is a tool to track the performance of
TensorFlow models. It captures operation execution time and their
dependencies. It is integrated in TensorBoard, where it provides
a rich set of interactive visualizations and recommendations. Py-
Torch profiler [29] offers similar functionalities: users can collect
execution times, input shapes, and stack traces. They can export the
performance data as timeline file to view it in Chrome trace viewer
[10] or retrieve aggregated statistics. Both tools provide valuable
insights during model training, but they collect information only
on the processes they are activated in and are unaware of other pro-
cesses running in the host. Certain use cases require a broader view
of the system, for instance, to identify I/O and network bottlenecks.

NVIDIA offers a wide range of profiling tools. NVProf is a visual
profiler that collects device-side statistics such as memory transfers,
kernel launches, and other function calls [21]. It creates a unified
CPU and GPU timeline, and also monitors GPU power, thermal,
and clock values. NVIDIA’s Nsight Systems is a system-wide per-
formance analysis tool that monitors CPU threads, GPU traces, and
memory bandwidth [15]. It also leverages MPI traces, library API
injections, program counter sampling, NVLink statistics, and a uni-
fied memory profiling. It can significantly slowdown the training.
Both NVProf and Nsight require ownership of the process and are
not suitable for multi-host distributed profiling. The NVIDIA Tools
Extension library (NVTX) is is a platform agnostic API that is used
to annotate source code, events, and code ranges [16]. CUDA Profil-
ing Tools Interface (CUPTI) is a library used to create profiling and
tracing tools [20], and is used by TensorFlow and PyTorch profilers.

The aforementioned tools give deep insights into either the sys-
tem or the framework. Framework profilers such as TensorFlow
and PyTorch profilers provide a macro-level overview of the perfor-
mance such as time spent in each framework operation or function.
However they do not provide a detailed view of the system or lower
level information. Thus, framework profilers have less detailed
information about the global picture, and cannot identify system
bottlenecks as well as bottlenecks caused by third party libraries.

In contrast to stand-alone profilers, Debugger’s profiling feature
is offered as a fully managed service as part of Amazon SageMaker,
wherein several system tasks are handled automatically without
the need for the user to intervene. For instance, profiling often
generates a large amount of data and puts a training job at the risk
of running out of disk space. This problem is taken care of by De-
bugger’s profiling feature which automatically applies file rotation
and only keeps the most recent data on local disk. Further Debug-
ger automatically annotates the training script, enables/disables
profiling, uploads data, and performs the correlation and analysis in
real-time. Debugger also provides tools for data collection, analysis,
and visualization. By allowing users to update profiling configura-
tions as training is in progress, the overhead can be kept minimal
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because data will only be collected if requested. Further Debugger
provides the concept of rules that allows users to automatically
stop training jobs if resources are not optimally utilized.

8 CONCLUSION
Motivated by the challenges faced by ML practitioners when devel-
oping DL applications and the lack of sufficient profiling support,
we presented a profiling tool specific to the DL workflow. We de-
scribed the design and architecture of the profiler system, and how it
integrates with Amazon SageMaker as a lightweight fully-managed
service. We discussed the profiler algorithms to detect most com-
mon performance issues in DL model training in real-time. Our
deployment results and customer case studies demonstrate that the
profiler functionality is helpful for users to identify and fix perfor-
mance bugs and increase resource utilization for model training,
thereby saving training time and cost. Profiling DL applications is
an active research area that has become increasingly important as
DL models grow in size and complexity. While our work focused
on automatically identifying performance bugs, future work could
focus on anticipating performance issues and taking preemptive
actions for recovery from these issues.
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